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SAFETY SYMBOLS 

 

 

 WARNING OR CAUTION:  

This symbol denotes a hazard. Not following the indicated 

procedure, operation or alike, could mean total or partial 

breakdown of the equipment or even injury to the personnel 

handling it. 

 
 NOTE:  

Information or important aspects to take into account in a 

procedure, operation or alike. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL 

The OPL-1T Power-Line Carrier (PLC) terminal allows one or two standard 4 kHz channels 

to be transmitted over high-voltage lines. The effectively transmitted frequency band of 

each channel extends between 300 Hz and 3850 Hz. The available band can be used for 

the transmission of data at high speed, various VF telegraph channels, teleprotection 

signals or for a speech-plus service. 

The OPL-1T architecture is fully modular and provides different services by installing the 

appropriate circuits into the unit. The OPL-1T offers an optional built-in analog 

teleprotection system and up to four physical slots for optional submodules. 

The OPL-1T can have an output power of 20 W, 40 W and 80 W (PEP), measured at the 

coaxial-connector output. 

OPL-1T terminals can be fully programmed from a standard web browser installed in a 

computer connected to the OPL-1T terminal via USB interface. The browser accesses a 

web server that stores all the necessaries HTML pages for the configuration of the system. 

The web server is installed in the management computer by means of the CD-ROM 

supplied with each terminal. 

Once the web server is installed, it is not only possible to program all the operating 

parameters from the web browser, but also to supervise any OPL-1T terminal of a link and 

collect information relating to system state. 

The OPL-1T terminals chronologically register all the alarms and events produced in a link. 

This chronological register of alarms and events of the OPL-1T terminals is carried out 

based on its internal real time clock, being able to synchronize it with the GPS system by 

means of an IRIG-B interface. 

The elements necessary for external connection are included in the equipment itself. 

OPL-1T terminals comply with the International Recommendation IEC 495, regarding PLC 

equipment, and also with Recommendations IEC 60834-1 and IEC 61000-6-5, which 

concerns to the optional built-in analog teleprotection system. 
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1.2 EQUIPMENT ARCHITECTURE 

As can be seen in the functional block diagram found at the end of the manual, the OPL-1T 

can be equipped with a built-in analog teleprotection system (PTPL.0# module) intended for 

up to four teleprotection commands, and has up to four physical slots for optional 

submodules, being available the following: 

 a speech circuit (KTPT submodule), 

In a single-channel terminal, provided there is enough available bandwidth, it is 

possible to install one KTPT type submodule. 

 

 an FSK modem (KFPT submodule), 

In a single-channel terminal, provided there is enough available bandwidth, it is 

possible to install up to four KFPT type submodules. 

 

 a baseband input/output circuit (KCPT) intended for audio-frequency transit, external 

modems or external analog teleprotection terminals type TPU-1 or CTP-1.  

The OPL-1T system admits one teleprotection system per channel. 

In a single-channel terminal, provided there is enough available bandwidth, it is 

possible to install up to two KCPT type submodules. 

1.3 TERMINAL MODELS 

The OPL-1T models are differentiated by the output power (PEP), measured at the coaxial 

connector, and by the optional built-in teleprotection system. 

Three models of OPL-1T terminals are available, each with a different output power. These 

models are: OPL-1T20, OPL-1T40 and OPL-1T80 the output power of which is 20 W, 40W 

and 80 W respectively. 

When the terminal include the optional built-in teleprotection system, letter P is added after 

the number indicating the output power. In this way, each of the previous models result in 

the following: OPL-1T20P, OPL-1T40P and OPL-1T80P. On the other hand, it is essential 

that the OPL-1T##P terminal be equipped with a PTPL.0# type module. 
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Once established the output power and whether the internal teleprotection is present or not, 

it is possible to specify up to four optional submodules according to operating requirements. 

When speech is required, the terminal must be equipped with the speech circuit (KTPT 

submodule), taking into account that, in a single-channel terminal, provided there is enough 

available bandwidth, it is possible to install one KTPT type submodule. 

When an asynchronous programmable modem is required, the terminal must be equipped 

with the FSK modem circuit (KFPT submodule), taking into account that, in a 

single-channel terminal, provided there is enough available bandwidth, it is possible to 

install up to four KFPT type submodules. 

When audio-frequency services non related with speech are required, the terminal must be 

equipped with the baseband input/output circuit (KCPT submodule), taking into account 

that, in a single-channel terminal, provided there is enough available bandwidth, it is 

possible to install up to two KCPT type submodules. 

The KCPT submodule must also be used when it is necessary an external teleprotection 

input with boosting control. It must be taken into account that the OPL-1T system admits 

one teleprotection system per channel. 

1.4 MODULE DESCRIPTION 

The basic operating elements of the OPL-1T terminal for 20 W and 40 W are contained in 

four main modules, these being: the POWER SUPPLY (FAPT) module, the PROCESS 

UNIT & INTERFACES (PTPL) module, the HF HYBRID & LINE FILTERS (AFPL.00) 

module, and the HF AMPLIFIER & BACK PANEL (AMPT) module. 

The arrangement of the modules inside the 5 s.u. shelf is shown in FIGURE 1. The FAPT, 

PTPL and AFPL.00 modules are accessible once the hinged cover on the front plate is 

released (see FIGURE 6), and the AMPT module once the rear cover is extracted (see 

FIGURE 8). 

The interconnection of the modules is carried out by means of the AMPT multi-layer 

printed-circuit board. 
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FIGURE 1 Module arrangement of the OPL-1T terminal for 20 W and 40 W 

 

FIGURE 2 Module arrangement of the OPL-1T terminal for 80 W 
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As can be seen in FIGURE 2, the basic operating elements of the OPL-1T terminal for 

80 W are contained in two 5 s.u. shelves. The main shelf contains the POWER SUPPLY 

(FAPT) module, the PROCESS UNIT & INTERFACES (PTPL) module, the HF HYBRID & 

LINE FILTERS (AFPL.80) module, and the HF AMPLIFIER & BACK PANEL (AMPT) 

module. The additional shelf contains a second 40 W amplifier (AMPT module) and a 

differential transformer (DTPL module) to connect the amplifier of the main shelf to this 

second amplifier to obtain the 80 W output power. 

In the following sections follow a brief description of the modules that make up the terminal, 

dividing them into modules for terminals of 20 and 40 W, additional modules for terminals of 

80 W and optional submodules. 

Modules for terminals of 20 and 40 W 

FAPT.## POWER SUPPLY  

This module contains the DC/DC converter that generates the internal 

power-supply voltages from the input voltage. 

 The type of module depends on the nominal input voltage.  

FAPT.00 Input voltage of 48 VDC. 

 The power supply is protected against polarity inversion. 

PTPL.## PROCESS UNIT & INTERFACES  

It contains the central management unit that is made up of: USB interface, loop 

control, and a decoder capable of processing according to IRIG-B standard. 

 It contains the central processing unit that is made up of: modulation and 

demodulation circuits, synchronization circuits, digital signal filtering, 

signal-to-noise ratio measurement and automatic gain control (AGC) circuits. 

 It also contains the whole-band service-telephony circuits. 

 The type of module depends whether the module incorporates or not the 

analog teleprotection circuit avalaible.  

PTPL.00 Without built-in teleprotection system (basic version).  

PTPL.02 With built-in teleprotection system intended for two teleprotection 

commands (optional version upon request).  

PTPL.04 With built-in teleprotection system intended for four teleprotection 

commands (optional version). 
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AFPL.00 HF HYBRID & LINE FILTERS  

This module contains the transmit-line filter, the receive-line filter and the 

high-frequency hybrid. 

AMPT HF AMPLIFIER & BACK PANEL  

This module contains the wideband output amplifier of 20 W or 40 W and the 

alarm circuits for overload or low transmitted-signal level. 

 It contains three external alarm signalling relays whose activation condition is 

established from the Management System. 

 It also contains the main power switch and a fuse, the coaxial connector for 

making the connection to the line, the jumpers for selecting the line impedance 

and the dummy load. 

Additional modules for terminals of 80 W 

AFPL.80 HF HYBRID & LINE FILTERS  

This module is located in the main 5 s.u. shelf. It contains the transmit-line 

filter, the receive-line filter and the high-frequency hybrid.   

It also contains the TNC connectors that allows the connection with the DTPL 

card of the additional 5 s.u. shelf. 

FAPT.## POWER SUPPLY  

This module is located in the additional 5 s.u. shelf. It contains the DC/DC 

converter that generates the internal power-supply voltages from the input 

voltage. 

 The type of module depends on the nominal input voltage.  

FAPT.00 Input voltage of 48 VDC. 

 The power supply is protected against polarity inversion. 

DTPL DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMER  

This module is located in the additional 5 s.u. shelf. It contains the differential 

transformer to obtain the 80 W output power, as well as the transmit-line filter 

for the second 40 W amplifier.   

It also contains the TNC connectors that allows the connection with the 

AFPL.80 card of the main 5 s.u. shelf. 
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AMPT.80 HF AMPLIFIER & BACK PANEL  

This module is located in the additional 5 s.u. shelf. It contains the second 

40 W wideband output amplifier and the alarm circuits for overload or low 

transmitted-signal level. 

Optional submodules 

The PTPL module can incorporate up to four optional submodules and a built-in analog 

teleprotection system (PTPL.0#). As is shown in FIGURE 3, when seen the PTPL module 

from the front, the submodules are installed on the left, one above the other. 

FIGURE 3 Example of optional submodule configuration 
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The different types of submodules and characteristics are described below. 

KCPT BASEBAND INPUT/OUTPUT CIRCUIT  

This submodule is intended for audio-frequency services non related with 

speech. It is installed on the PTPL module. 

 It contains two 600  balanced inputs and two 600  balanced outputs. 

Output 2 can be used for AF transit option. 

 It also receives the boosting control signal from an external analog 

teleprotection like the TPU-1 or CTP-1. 

 The OPL-1T system admits one teleprotection system per channel. 

In a single channel terminal, provided there is enough available bandwidth, 

it is possible to install up to two KCPT type submodules. 

 

KFPT ASYNCHRONOUS PROGRAMMABLE MODEM  

This submodule is installed on the PTPL module. It integrates an 

asynchronous narrowband modem with frequency-shift keying (FSK) 

modulation for the transmission of data at speeds of 50 to 1200 Bd. 

In a single-channel terminal, provided there is enough available bandwidth, 

it is possible to install up to four KFPT type submodules. 

 

KTPT SPEECH  

This submodule is installed on the PTPL module. It comprises the 

speech-band transmit and receive filters, the upper frequency of which can be 

defined from the management terminal, and the dynamic 

compressor/expander. 

 It contains a 4-wire configurable termination that allows 4W/2W operation and 

that can be also configured as a 2-wire exchange-side termination. It also 

includes a 2-wire termination for telephone-side operation. 

 It also receives the M wire (transmission call) and the signalling of the E wire 

(reception call). 

In a single-channel terminal, provided there is enough available bandwidth, 

it is possible to install one KTPT type submodule. 
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AF transit option 

From the Management System, it is possible to configure the AF transit option in each one 

of the channels. This option is used to select a particular band of the 4 kHz of the 

power-line carrier channel and to carry out a transit towards another communication 

channel. 

The AF transit output uses one of the two 600  balanced outputs of the KCPT submodule, 

output 2 to be more precise. 

The cutoff frequency of the filter that effects the filtering of the audio-frequency signals is 

configurable from among a group of values (see section 8.5). 

Optional built-in analog teleprotection system (PTPL.0# module) 

The built-in analog teleprotection system using tones is able to transmit and receive up to 

four commands according to a specific logic, in the 0 to 4 kHz band. 

For the transmission of one or two commands, the OPL-1T should be equipped with the 

optional PTPL.02 module. Should it be necessary to transmit from three to four commands 

the OPL-1T should be equipped with the optional PTPL.04 module. 

The PTPL.0# module contains the Digital Signal Processor (DSP), which generates the 

guard and command tones and implements a bank of filters for the reception of commands. 

An auxiliary software makes decisions when commands are received, manages the inputs 

and outputs, supervises the link and executes the automatic and manual tests. 

It also contains the input and output circuits for up to four commands, made up of up to four 

optocoupled inputs (I1 to I4), up to four command outputs (O1 to O4), and up to nine basic 

auxiliary outputs for signalling and/or alarm, configurable by the user. Each of the 

commands is identified by a letter, these being A, B, C and D. 

The commands can be used for blocking, permissive and direct tripping teleprotection 

schemes, achieving in each case an optimal combination of security, dependability and 

transmission time, as well as in telesignalling systems. 

The OPL-1T system admits one teleprotection system per channel. 
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1.5 LOCAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM BASED ON A WEB INTERFACE 

The OPL-1T terminals of a link are managed from a web browser installed in a PC 

connected to one of the terminals via interface USB. 

In order for the web browser to configure and supervise any of the parameters of the 

OPL-1T terminals of a link it is only necessary to install, in the same management PC, the 

web server containing all the web pages necessary for the management of the system. The 

web server is installed in the management PC by means of the CD-ROM supplied with 

every OPL-1T terminal. The CD-ROM also contains an off-line version of the web server for 

use in those cases where connection to the terminal is not possible. It allows the 

configuration of the terminal to be carried out in the computer, save it as a file and load it in 

the terminal when connection is possible. 

The user can access the home web page of the Management System by entering the IP 

address (http://localhost:50950) of the OPL-1T web server installed in the management 

computer, once authorisation is gained by means of the user password, which comprises a 

user identification and a password. 

By default, the system has two created user profiles, one basic and the other administrator, 

whose user identifications and passwords can be seen in TABLE 1. Each one has different 

management capacities, whilst the administrator user being able to modify and supervise 

any parameter of the terminal, the basic user can only retrieve or supervise the parameters 

of the terminal, and is unable to alter its operation at any time. 

TABLE 1 Default user passwords of the system 

 User identification Password 

Basic User basic basic 

Administrator User admin admin 

 

http://localhost:50950/
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2 MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The OPL-1T terminals for 20 and 40 W are made up of a 19" shelf of 5 standard units (s.u.) 

in height, prepared for rack mounting. FIGURE 4 shows the overall dimensions in mm of 

the shelf as well as the position of the fastening holes. 

The OPL-1T terminal for 80 W, apart from the previous one, also needs an additional 19" 

shelf of 5 s.u. in height. The overall dimensions in mm of an OPL-1T terminal for 80 W is 

shown in FIGURE 5. 

The shelf features two endplate angles in order to secure the equipment to the frame of a 

cabinet or wall cabinet. These endplate angles are located on each side of the shelf and 

are at the same level as the front panel. 

The shelf has various ventilation grids, three at the top and four at the rear.  

During installation it must be made sure that the ventilation grids are NOT obstructed in 

any way. 

To access the PTPL and AFPL modules, the hinged cover on the front must be released. 

The release process is shown in FIGURE 6. The procedure for extracting the said modules 

is detailed in FIGURE 7. In a 80 W terminal, the procedure for extracting the DTPL module 

is similar to the one described for the PTPL module. 

To access the AMPT module, the rear cover must be extracted. The extraction process is 

shown in FIGURE 8. 
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FIGURE 4 Overall dimensions in mm of the OPL-1T terminal for 20 and 40 W 
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FIGURE 5 Overall dimensions in mm of the OPL-1T terminal for 80 W 
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FIGURE 6 How to release the front hinged cover 
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FIGURE 7 Procedure for extracting the FAPT and PTPL modules 

 

 A module must NOT be replaced whilst the terminal power-supply is connected. 

Disconnect the main power-supply switch at the rear of the 5 s.u. shelf before 

doing so. 
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FIGURE 8 How to extract the rear cover 
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3 FRONT-PLATE ELEMENTS 

The front plate of the OPL-1 terminal contains twenty basic LEDs (power-supply state, loop 

state, alarms, general state of the terminal), twelve LEDs associated to the optional built-in 

teleprotection, two connectors (an USB and the connector for the GPS time equipment), 

four test points, and the service-telephony elements. 

FIGURE 9 and FIGURE 10 shows the signalling of the different LEDs, and FIGURE 11 

shows the function of the rest of the elements. 

The function of the elements available in the 5 s.u. additional shelf for a terminal of 80 W 

can be seen in FIGURE 12. 

 Terminal reset is carried out from the corresponding option of the Management 

System. 
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FIGURE 9 Function of the basic LEDs 

 

FIGURE 10 Function of the LEDs associated to the optional built-in teleprotection 
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FIGURE 11 Function of the rest of the front-plate elements 

 

FIGURE 12 Additional front-plate elements for a 80 W terminal 
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4 BACK-PANEL ELEMENTS 

The 5 s.u. back panel elements of the OPL-1T terminal are shown in FIGURE 13. 

As can be seen in the figure, the 5 s.u. back panel contains the main power switch, a fuse, 

the coaxial connector for making the connection to the HF line, the power-supply socket, 

and the connector associated to the system alarm relays. 

It also has the jumpers for selecting the line impedance, the jumpers to connect the dummy 

load to line or the terminal, a setting to connect or not the coaxial-cable shield to chassis, 

and a ground connection. 

As applicable, the connectors of the optional built-in teleprotection system and optional 

submodules (KCPT, KTPT and KFPT) are accessible from the PTPL module. 

Except for the jumpers and the power switch, the rest of the elements are accessible once 

the rear cover is released (see FIGURE 8). 
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FIGURE 13 Back-panel elements of the OPL-1T terminal, and optional connectors that are accessible from the PTPL module 
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The output impedance may be of 50, 75, 125 or 150 , when the jumper is in the 

corresponding position. 

The dummy load can be connected line-side or terminal-side by carrying out the 

corresponding configuration (see FIGURE 14). 

 Jumper J37-J38 can be removed if complete isolation of the terminal with respect to 

the line is required. 

FIGURE 14 Dummy load connection 
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The connection to the line can be non-balanced or balanced according to whether or not 

the coaxial-cable shield is connected to the chassis, see FIGURE 15. In this way, by 

carrying out jumper J10-J11 the output is referred to chassis. On the contrary, by carrying 

out jumper J9-J11 the output is balanced. 

FIGURE 15 Balanced or non-balanced line connection 

 

 

The high-frequency input of the terminal is protected with gas surge arresters of 230 V. 

These surge arresters are printed on the board as DSC1 and DSC2. 

As far as the fuse is concerned, for DC supply-voltage operation, a 5A fuse is used in 

terminals of 20 and 40 W or a 7A fuse in terminals of 80 W. 

Jumper J15 is used to connect ground and chassis when necessary. 
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5 INTERNAL SETTINGS 

Should it be necessary to modify jumper configuration of the optional built-in teleprotection, 

it is first necessary to access the PTPL.0# module (see FIGURE 6 and FIGURE 7). 

FIGURE 16 shows the position of the input-activation nominal-voltage configuration 

jumpers in the PTPL.0# module. The activation of the command-input circuits (I1 to I4) can 

be established for a nominal voltage of 24, 48, 110 or 220 VDC. 

Once the nominal voltage has been established, the minimum voltage that guarantees 

the input activation is 19 VDC for 24 VDC, 38 VDC for 48 VDC, 88 VDC for 110 VDC and 

176 VDC for 220 VDC, and the maximum voltage that guarantees NO input activation is 

14 VDC for 24 VDC, 29 VDC for 48 VDC, 66 VDC for 110 VDC and 132 VDC for 220 VDC. 

 

 Under NO circumstances must the maximum operating voltage be exceeded, being: 

29 VDC for 24 VDC, 58 VDC for 48 VDC, 132 VDC for 110 VDC and 264 VDC for 220 VDC. 

FIGURE 16 Input-activation nominal-voltage configuration jumpers of the 

   optional built-in teleprotection (PTPL.0# module) 
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Regarding the optional submodules, it is necessary to select the number of option (OPTION 

1 to OPTION 4) by means of jumper configuration. 

FIGURE 17 show the relation between the number of option and jumper configuration, 

respectively, for the baseband input/output circuit (KCPT submodule), the FSK modem 

(KFPT submodule) and the speech circuit (KTPT submodule). 

The jumper configuration of an optional submodule must coincide with the option number 

assigned by programming. 

FIGURE 17 Jumper configuration of the optional submodules for number of option selection 
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6 EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS 

The input and output of signals is carried out at the rear of the 5 s.u. shelf, see FIGURE 13. 

If desired, the necessary cables can also be supplied on request. 

The use of each of the connectors is detailed in FIGURE 18 to FIGURE 23, followed by 

instructions for making the connection to the line balanced or not. 

As described in section 1.2, Equipment architecture, the OPL-1T can be equipped with a 

built-in analog teleprotection system (PTPL.0# module) intended for up to four 

teleprotection commands, and has up to four physical slots for optional submodules. 

6.1 USE OF THE BACK-PANEL CONNECTORS 

FIGURE 18 Power supply 
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FIGURE 19 System alarm signalling relays 

 

In normal operation conditions the relays are energized, that is to say, the N.O. and C 

contacts are short-circuited. 

FIGURE 20 Built-in teleprotection signals 
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FIGURE 21 Baseband input/output signals (KCPT option) 

 

 

FIGURE 22 Speech signals (KTPT option) 
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FIGURE 23 Modem signals (KFPT option) 

 

 

 

6.2 CONNECTION TO LINE 

The connection to the line can be non-balanced, FIGURE 24, or balanced, FIGURE 25, 

according to whether or not the coaxial-cable shield is connected to the chassis. In this 

way, by carrying out jumper J10-J11 on the 5 s.u. back panel (see FIGURE 15), the output 

is referred to chassis. On the contrary, by carrying out jumper J9-J11, the output 

is balanced. 
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FIGURE 24 Non-balanced output 

 

FIGURE 25 Balanced output 

 

When the shield is connected to the chassis, the DSC2 surge arrester is short circuited. 
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7 MAIN MANAGEMENT MENUS 

The home web page of the OPL-1T Management System is as shown in FIGURE 26. 

As can be seen in the figure, five main menus appear. The first menu, Files, controls the 

flow of information entering and leaving the Management System. The second, Software 

updating, allows the software and firmware of the terminal to be known and to be updated. 

The third, Configuration, allows all the operative parameters of the terminal to be configured 

and those of its collateral, that is to say, those of the terminal at the other side of the link. 

The fourth menu, Monitoring, allows supervision of the system to be carried out, whilst the 

fifth, Alignment help, contains guidelines on alignment and maintenance. 

FIGURE 26 OPL-1T Management System home web page 
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7.1 CONFIGURATION MENU 

This menu allows the programming of the terminals to be defined, that is to say, their 

identification and configuration, transmission frequencies, signal input and output levels, 

modulation percentages, in normal and power-boosting condition, as well as the operative 

parameters of the optional built-in teleprotection and optional submodules. It also allows 

alarms to be assigned to the external signalling relays and the type of blocking of the 

outputs, to be defined. 

 Terminal identification.  

In the OPL-1T terminals it is possible to program a numeric identification and a 

description of up to 50 characters. 

 Server access parameter configuration.  

This submenu contains an option that allows the user passwords to be managed in 

order for the browser to access the web server. 

 Terminal configuration.  

Before programming the operating parameters it is necessary to configure the terminal. 

The output power, the number of channels, the options incorporated in the equipment 

(built-in teleprotection and optional submodules) and the AF transit option are defined 

by means of this configuration. Should the reception of the terminals of the link need to 

be synchronized, synchronization mode must be configured. 

 Carrier-channel frequencies and bands.  

The carrier frequency of the desired channel is defined by introducing, from the 

management terminal, the values of the virtual carrier frequency, for transmission and 

reception, and the type of band, which can be erect or inverted. 

The only manual adjustment required is that of the transmission and reception line 

filters. The Management System contains a help menu in which the operations for the 

adjustment of these filters are indicated for each channel. 

 Modulation levels and percentages.  

The system allows the modulation percentages assigned to each signal (built-in 

teleprotection and optional submodules) as well as their input and output levels to be 

defined. This section also defines the power boosting used to send the teleprotection 

signal of the built-in teleprotection, as well as the signals that must be excluded when it 

is sent. 
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 Blocking and alarms.  

The audio-frequency outputs can be blocked because of pilot loss or excessive noise. 

The user can define the signal-to-noise ratio for each output for which blocking must be 

effected as well as the value of excess noise which causes the external alarm to be 

activated. 

The terminal has three alarm signalling relays, with a simple contact, to which an alarm 

or combination of alarms can be assigned from the Management System. If the 

equipment includes the built-in teleprotection, it also has five or nine relays, with a 

simple contact, to which signalling and/or alarm conditions associated to teleprotection 

can be assigned from the Management System. 

 Service telephony.  

The equipment front plate features all the elements necessary to establish a service 

communication. When the handset is plugged into the equipment, the earpiece is 

connected to reception in the service-telephony band (0 to 2kHz).  

From the Management System, it is possible to select all the audio-frequency inputs 

that will be deactivated when the service telephony is used. 

 Built-in teleprotection.  

From the Management System it is possible to program all the parameters of the 

optional analog built-in teleprotection.  

It consists of establishing the input logic that allows the command transmission process 

to begin, the time during which the input conditions have to be fulfilled, and the duration 

of the command transmission to the terminal at the other end of the link. The 

transmission can be permanent whilst the input condition is present, or the time can be 

prolonged, limited or of fixed duration.  

It also consists of establishing the output logic for each command received, and the 

time during which the command output relay (or relays) should remain active. The time 

can be the same as that of the command reception, or be prolonged, limited, or of fixed 

duration.  

Finally, consists of specifying the transmission and reception frequencies, the 

transmission time, the interval of time, in hours, between local tests, and the use of the 

teleprotection relays (up to nine).  

The relays can be programmed for command transmission signalling, command output 

signalling or alarm and, if be the case, unblocking. 
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 Optional submodules.  

From the Management System it is possible to program all the parameters of the 

optional submodules, such as the transmission speed and central frequency of the 

modem (KFPT submodule) and speech (KTPT submodule) characteristics. 

7.2 MONITORING MENU 

The monitoring menu allows information to be gained about the state of each terminal of 

the link. 

The monitoring of the remote terminal is carried out by transmitting data through the 

internal communication channel, which can only take place when the channel is not used 

for link synchronization and when there are no transitions in the signalling channel. If 

signalling appears while data are being transmitted, this transmission process is interrupted 

and resumed again once the sending of telephone signalling has finished. 

The information provided by the monitoring system relating to each terminal is the following: 

Alarm signals, Chronological register, Receive pilot level, S/N ratio and Built-in 

teleprotection state. 

 Alarm display  

The alarms of the terminal that can be monitored from the Management System are the 

following:  

- Power-supply failure.  

- Amplifier overload.  

- Low output level in amplifier.  

- Loss of synchronism.  

- Pilot loss.  

- Low Signal/Noise ratio.  

- AF limiter operation.  

- Configuration failure in terminal.  

- Hardware failure.  

  

The alarms associated to the optional built-in teleprotection that can be monitored from 

the Management System are the following:  

- Blocking of the receiver.  

- Signal loss.  

- Low signal-to-noise ratio.  

- Incorrect guard-signal level.  
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- Local test failure.  

- Device error.  

- Manual blocking.  

- Incoherent configuration.  

- Erroneous configuration data. 

 Chronological register 

The appearance and disappearance of the alarms is stored in a register together with 

the indication of the date, with day, month and year, and time, with minute, second and 

millisecond, they were produced. 

Events related to the link service, such as the activation of teleprotection, the switching 

on of the terminal, the modification of the programming and insertion of the telephone 

handset in the terminal are also introduced in the same register. The register has a 

maximum capacity of 1900 alarms and events. When the limit is reached the events or 

alarms introduced at the beginning of the register are eliminated. 

7.3 ALIGNMENT HELP MENU 

The Alignment help menu is provided to facilitate commissioning operations and system 

maintenance. The menu allows the internal clock of the terminal to be set and contains the 

procedures for carrying out line-filter adjustments and instructions for making the loops 

necessary to check the operation of the link, etc. It also contains the corresponding option 

to carry out the terminal reset. 

When the equipment includes the built-in teleprotection, the menu also contains: 

- the option to put to zero the counters of command transmissions and receptions and 

the counters of number of input and output activations, 

- the option to block the teleprotection for a certain period of time, or permanently, so 

that it cannot activate any output, 

- the options necessary to force the activation of the transmission of the desired 

command, and to force the activation of the inputs in order to check whether the 

activation has initiated the transmission of the desired command, 

- and the options that allow the local and remote loops to be carried out, and the local 

test. 

If the equipment includes the modem option (KFPT submodule), the menu also permits the 

generation of loops and test signals (0", "1" or alternate sequence of "0" and "1"). 
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8 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

8.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Operation mode  

Modulation Single side-band with suppressed carrier 

Number of channels 1 or 2 

Synchronization With synchronism or Plesiochronous 

(non-synchronism) 

Basic bandwidth 4 kHz per channel 

Available band From 300 to 3850 Hz. It can be used for the 

transmission of data at high speed, various 

VF telegraph channels, teleprotection signals 

or for a speech-plus service 

Pilot tone  

Functions - Automatic Gain Control.  

- Telephone signalling.  

- Signal-to-noise ratio measurement.   

- Link synchronization.  

- Data transmission. 

Center frequency 150 Hz (virtual frequency) 

Modulation By frequency-shift keying of 30 Hz 

Maximum rate 50 bit/s 

Internal clock  

Frequency stability within specified 

temperature and voltage ranges 

 

1ppm 

Ageing <1ppm/year 
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Automatic Gain Control (AGC)  

Dynamics 55 dB with 10% pilot modulation 

Efficiency 20 dB input level variations cause variations 

of less than 0.2 dB at the output 

Options available A built-in analog teleprotection system, and up 

to four optional submodules 

Built-in analog teleprotection system PTPL.02: Two teleprotection commands (upon 

request).  

PTPL.04: Four teleprotection commands.  

See section 8.4 for more information. 

Optional submodules  

Baseband inputs/outputs KCPT submodule (see section 8.5).   

In a single-channel terminal, provided there is 

enough available bandwidth, it is possible to 

install up to two KCPT type submodules 

Speech KTPT submodule (see section 8.6).   

In a single-channel terminal, provided there is 

enough available bandwidth, it is possible to 

install one KTPT type submodule 

FSK modem KFPT submodule (see section 8.7).   

In a single-channel terminal, provided there is 

enough available bandwidth, it is possible to 

install up to four KFPT type submodules 

Terminal models  

According to output power OPL-1T20, OPL-1T40 and OPL-1T80.  

Plus the required submodules (up to four) 

According to output power and 

including built-in teleprotection 

OPL-1T20P, OPL-1T40P and OPL-1T80P.  

Plus the required submodules (up to four).  

It is essential the PTPL.0# module 

Link amplitude distortion See FIGURE 27 

Link group-delay distortion See FIGURE 28 
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FIGURE 27 Amplitude distortion in a terminal of 80 W 

 

FIGURE 28 Group-delay distortion in a terminal of 80 W 
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8.2 OTHER CHARACTERISTICS 

Front-plate indications  

Signalling  

(Power-Line Carrier) 

 Terminal powered (in both shelves in 80 W 

terminals). 

 Terminal status (start up, downloading). 

 Local terminal in loop. 

 Remote terminal in loop. 

 Power-boosting command (OPL-1T system 

admits one teleprotection per channel) 

 Call reception (if KTPT is included). 

 Call transmission (if KTPT is included). 

Signalling  

(built-in teleprotection system) 

 Command transmission. 

 Command reception. 

 Guard signal present. 

 Teleprotection in loop. 

 Teleprotection test correct. 

Alarms  

(Power-Line Carrier) 

 Power-supply failure. 

 Configuration error (terminal status). 

 Loss of synchronism (when the terminal is 

working in a synchronized way). 

 Pilot loss. 

 Low Signal/Noise ratio. 

 General alarm.
(1)

 

 Remote alarm.
(1)

 

The terminal has three alarm signalling relays 

to which an alarm or combination of alarms 

can be assigned from the Management 

System 

 

 

                                                      

(1) It lights up when one of the following alarms is produced: Power-supply failure, Amplifier overload, Low output level in 

amplifier,  Loss of synchronism (when the terminal is working in a synchronized way), Pilot loss, Low Signal/Noise ratio, 

AF limiter operation, Terminal configuration error and Hardware failure. 
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Alarms  

(built-in teleprotection system) 

 Signal loss. 

 Guard signal out of range. 

 Test incorrect. 

 Manual blocking of the receiver or receiver 

blocking. 

 General alarm 
(2)

 

An alarm or combination of alarms can be 

assigned to the teleprotection auxiliary 

signalling relays (up to nine) from the 

Management System 

External alarm signalling  

(Power-Line Carrier) 

 

Type By relay. Changeover contact. Maximum 

contact rating 1 A/250 VAC, see FIGURE 29 

for VDC 

Number of relays 3 relays whose alarm condition can be 

programmed by the user 

State in normal operation 

conditions 

Energized (N.O. and C contacts 

short-circuited) 

Timing for relay activation Configurable from the Management System 

between 0 and 60 s 

External signalling  

(built-in -teleprotection system) 

 

Type By relay. Changeover contact. Maximum 

contact rating 1 A/250 VAC, see FIGURE 29 

for VDC 

                                                      

(2) It lights up when one of the following alarms is produced: Incoherent configuration, Erroneous configuration data, Device 

error, Manual blocking, Reception blocking, Local test failure, Low Signal/Noise ratio, Signal loss, and Guard signal out of 

range. 
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FIGURE 29 DC voltage/DC current 

 

 

Number of relays 9 relays. Configurable for signalling of: 

command transmission, command output or 

alarm and, if necessary, unblocking 

Closing/opening times  

including bounces 

7/5 ms 

State in normal operation 

conditions 

 Relays programmed for signalling of 

command transmission, command output and 

unblocking: Non energized (N.C. and C 

contacts short-circuited). 

 Relays programmed for alarm signalling: 

Energized (N.O. and C contacts 

short-circuited). 

Activation timing  

in case of alarm 

Configurable from the Management System 

between 0 and 60 s 
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Alarm programmable  

conditions 

- Device error. 

- Reception blocking. 

- Local test failure. 

- Low Signal/Noise ratio. 

- Signal loss. 

- Low guard-signal level / Excess 

guard-signal level. 

Test devices  

(Power-Line Carrier) 

Possibility of carrying out HF and 

audio-frequency test loops 

Test devices  

(built-in teleprotection system) 

- Command transmission (permanent or not) 

- Input activation (permanent or not). 

- Local loop (permanent or not). 

- Remote loop. 

- Local test 

Capacity of chronological register 1900 alarms and events 

Resolution of chronological register 1 ms 

Management System interface USB (local management) 

GPS time connector  

Connector type BNC 

Standard IRIG-B 123 and IRIG-B 003 

 

8.3 HIGH-FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS 

Frequency range From 40 to 500 kHz 

Virtual carrier frequency Programmable in 1 Hz steps 
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Transmission and reception bands Erect or inverted, adjacent or non-adjacent 

Nominal impedance Selectable between 50, 75, 125 and 150  

Return loss 10 dB, in accordance with IEC 495, cls. 5.2.2 

Tapping loss In accordance with IEC 495, figure 5 

Frequency separation for parallel 

connection on the same line 

 

Between transmitter and receiver 

of the same equipment 

 

0 kHz 

Between transmitters  

of adjacent equipment 

 

8 kHz 

Between transmitter and receiver 

of adjacent equipment 

 

4 kHz 

Between receivers  

of adjacent equipment 

 

0 kHz 

Transmitter  

Peak envelope power  

overresistive load 

OPL-1T20: 20 W 

OPL-1T40: 40 W 

OPL-1T80: 80 W 

Spurious emission In accordance with IEC 495 cls. 5.2.4 and 

figures 7 and A.2 

Receiver  

Sensitivity Minimum pilot level for AGC threshold: 

-30 dBm 

Selectivity Higher than 65 dB at 300 Hz, and higher than 

75 dB starting from 4 kHz; in accordance with 

IEC 495 cls. 5.3.1.5 
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8.4 BUILT-IN TELEPROTECTION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

Application Blocking, direct and permissive tripping. 

Telesignalling. 

Capacity From 1 to 2 commands: PTPL.02 module 

(upon request).  

From 1 to 4 commands: PTPL.04 module 

Operating principle Transmission of a guard signal in quiescent 

conditions that is substituted by a command 

signal when a command needs to be 

transmitted. 

- Able to transmit and receive up to three 

commands independently or in any 

combination. 

- Able to transmit and receive up to four 

commands according to the following logic: 

Mode 2+2: simultaneous protection of two 

lines by means of two permissive trips and 

two direct trips. The difference between the 

two versions of the Mode 2+2 is the 

commands associated to the permissive and 

direct trips. 

Mode 3+1: simultaneous protection of the 

three phases of a line by means of three 

permissive trips (A, B and C) and one direct 

trip (D). The difference between the two 

versions of the Mode 3+1 is in the command 

tone that is transmitted for each of the 

different input combinations associated to 

the permissive trips. 

Guard and command frequencies Within audio band and configurable from 

among those defined in Recs. R.35, R.37 and 

R.38 of the ITU-T and the frequencies: 

3300 Hz, 3360 Hz, 3420 Hz, 3480 Hz, 

3540 Hz, 3600 Hz, 3660 Hz, 3780 Hz and 

3800 Hz 
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Nominal transmission time Configurable among 7 ms, 15 ms and 25 ms 

Transmission time of the  

OPL-1T system 

4 ms 

Security and dependability In accordance with IEC 60834-1 standard 

Modulation percentage in transmission Programmable from the Management System 

between 10% and 97% 

Modulation percentage in reception Programmable from the Management System 

between 10% and 97% 

Power-boosting modulation percentage 

in transmission 

Configurable from the Management System 

between 10% and 100% 

Command inputs  

Type Optocoupled 

Number of inputs per  

command 

Configurable (1 to 4).  

With PTPL.02 module: 2  

With PTPL.04 module: 4 

Nominal operating voltage 24, 48, 110 and 220 VDC 

Minimum voltage that  

guarantees activation 

-20% of the nominal voltage 

Maximum voltage that  

guarantees NO activation 

-40% of the nominal voltage 

Maximum operating voltage +20% of the nominal voltage 

Polarity Indistinct 

Consumption Constant 10 mA to the nominal voltage (in the 

whole range) 

Activation minimum time 700 s 

Activation logic By presence of voltage 

Additional timing for  

command transmission 

Configurable from the Management System 

between 2 and 30 ms with 1 ms steps 
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Timing possibilities - Whilst the analog command input is 

activated. 

- Prolonged to 202500 ms. Configurable in 

10 ms steps. 

- Limited between 202500 ms. Configurable 

in 10 ms steps. 

- Fixed duration of 202500 ms. 

Configurable in 10 ms steps 

Command outputs  

Type Solid-state relay (semiconductor) 

Number of outputs per  

command 

Configurable (1 to 4).   

With PTPL.02 module: 2  

With PTPL.04 module: 4 

Contact Normally open. Voltage free 

Maximum connection power 900 W 

Maximum current in  

connection 

Permanent: 2 A  

3 A for a max. of 20 s 

Maximum connection voltage 300 VDC 

Residual voltage in connection 4 V 

Leakage current <300 A 

Switching time <250 s 

Timing possibilities - Whilst receiving command. 

- Prolonged to 202500 ms. Configurable in 

10 ms steps. 

- Limited between 202500 ms. Configurable 

in 10 ms steps. 

- Fixed duration of 202500 ms. 

Configurable in 10 ms steps 

Teleprotection receive activation and 

deactivation conditions 

For pilot loss and/or low S/N ratio 

Command transmission  

and reception counters 

Monitored from the Management System 
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Input and output  

activation counters 

Monitored from the Management System 

 

8.5 KCPT SUBMODULE CHARACTERISTICS 

Baseband inputs  

Number Two 4-wire inputs per submodule 

Nominal impedance 600 , balanced 

Return loss 14 dB 

Nominal level Programmable from the Management System 

between –20 dBm and +6 dBm 

Limiter action In accordance with IEC 495 cls. 5.3.1.9 

Baseband outputs  

Number Two 4-wire outputs per submodule (output 2 

is used for the AF transit option) 

Nominal impedance 600 , balanced 

Return loss 14 dB 

Nominal level Programmable from the Management System 

between –20 dBm and +6 dBm 

Activation and deactivation 

conditions 

For pilot loss and/or low S/N ratio with an 

independent threshold value for each output 

External teleprotection input Any whole-band input can be used for the 

transmission of a teleprotection signal, and 

can be programmed with a modulation 

percentage of between 10% and 100% in the 

command signal.   

The OPL-1T system admits one teleprotection 

system per channel 
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Boosting control By means of optocoupler. Input voltage 

between 30 V and 150 V 

AF transit option  

Filter 1  Pass band: 300-3480 Hz. 

 Attenuation band: From 0-180 Hz and 

starting at 3600 Hz. 

 Maximum ripple in the pass band: 0.2 dB. 

 Minimum rejection in attenuation band: 

60 dB 

Filter 2  Pass band: 2240-3640 Hz. 

 Attenuation band: From 0-2140 Hz and 

starting at 3740 Hz. 

 Maximum ripple in the pass band: 0.1 dB. 

 Minimum rejection in attenuation band: 

50 dB 

Filter 3  Pass band: 1000-2400 Hz. 

 Attenuation band: From 0-740 Hz and 

starting at 2660 Hz. 

 Maximum ripple in the pass band: 0.1 dB. 

 Minimum rejection in attenuation band: 

50 dB 

Filter 4  Cutoff frequency: 3600 Hz. 

 Attenuation band: starting at 3720 Hz. 

 Maximum ripple in the pass band: 0.2 dB. 

 Minimum rejection in attenuation band: 

50 dB. 
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8.6 KTPT SUBMODULE CHARACTERISTICS 

Speech band From 300 Hz to a frequency programmable 

between 2000 and 3400 Hz 

Output activation and deactivation 

conditions 

For pilot loss and/or low S/N ratio 

4-wire telephone termination,  

telephone-exchange side 

 

4-wire input Balanced 

Nominal impedance 600  

Return loss 14 dB 

Nominal level Programmable from the Management System 

between -20 and +8 dBm 

4-wire output Balanced 

Nominal impedance 600  

Return loss 14 dB 

Nominal level Programmable from the Management System 

between -20 and +8 dBm 

2-wire telephone termination,  

telephone-exchange side 

 

Balanced 

Nominal impedance 600  

Nominal input level Programmable from the Management System  

between -20 and +8 dBm 

Nominal output level Programmable from the Management System 

between -20 and +8 dBm 

Hybrid loss 18 dB in the programmed band 
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4/2-wire switching  

Activation From the Management System. Selectable for 

2-wire or 4-wire in rest condition 

2-wire telephone termination,  

subscriber side 

 

Balanced 

Nominal impedance 600  

Return loss 14 dB 

Nominal input level +3 dBm 

Nominal output level -3 dBm 

Maximum loop resistance 1800  

Maximum number of  

telephones in parallel 

 

2 

Ring voltage 120 Vpp 

Ring frequency 25 Hz 

Dynamic compressor/expander In accordance with Recommendation G.162 

of the ITU-T 

Activation From the Management System. Can be 

selected as being included or excluded in rest 

condition 

E and M signalling  

Transmission (M wire) By means of optocoupler. Input voltage 

between 30 V and 150 V 

Reception (E wire) By means of relay. Contact rating: 

0.15 A/250 V 

Pulse distortion of  

telephone signalling 

 

10% 
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8.7 KFPT SUBMODULE CHARACTERISTICS 

Data format Binary, serial.  

Asynchronous and anisochronous 

Modulation Frequency-shift keying (FSK) 

Transmission speed Programmable from the Management System 

between 50, 100, 200, 600 or 1200 Bd 

Transmission mode Selectable from the Management System 

between Duplex or Half-duplex 

Data interface  

Levels and impedance In accordance with ITU-T rec. V.28 

Operation mode In accordance with ITU-T rec. V.24.  

Available signals: TD, RD, RTS, CTS, 

RLSD-Carrier detection (CD) and DSR 

Protection against electrostatic 

charges 

IEC 870-2-1 level 4.  

8 kV. Discharges by contact 

Center frequency Programmable from the Management System 

depending on the transmission speed the 

modem is working at (see FIGURE 30). 

Frequency shifting From 30 Hz to 400 Hz, according to speed 
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FIGURE 30 Center frequencies programmable in the KFPT submodule according to the data transmission speed 
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A=±30Hz (UIT-T R.35)

480Hz 720Hz 960Hz 1200Hz 1440Hz 1680Hz 1920Hz 2160Hz 2400Hz 2640Hz 2880Hz 3120Hz 3360Hz 3600Hz
100Bd/240Hz

A=±60Hz (UIT-T R.37)

600Hz 1080Hz 1560Hz 2040Hz 2520Hz 3000Hz 3480Hz
200Bd/480Hz

A=±120Hz (UIT-T R.38A)

200Bd/360Hz

A=±90Hz (UIT-T R.38B)
540Hz 900Hz 1260Hz 1620Hz 1980Hz 2340Hz 2700Hz 3060Hz 3420Hz

3000Hz 3500Hz
200Bd

A=±60Hz

840Hz 1800Hz 2760/2800Hz

1500Hz 3040Hz

600Bd/960Hz

A=±180Hz

600Bd

A=±180Hz

4000Hz

2940Hz

1200Bd

A=±400Hz

1200Bd

A=±400Hz

300Hz 1000Hz 2000Hz 3000Hz 3800Hz 4000Hz

1700Hz

4
2
0
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z75Bd/120Hz

A=±30Hz (UIT-T V.23)

Tx->75Bd / Rx->600Bd

Tx->75Bd / Rx->1200Bd

1500Hz
600Bd

A=±200Hz (UIT-T V.23)
Tx->600Bd / Rx->75Bd

1700Hz
1200Bd

A=±400Hz (UIT-T V.23)
Tx->1200Bd / Rx->75Bd
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Nominal bandwidth at 0.2 dB - At 50 Bd/30 Hz: 121 Hz, 140 Hz
(3) 

- At 100 Bd/60 Hz: 123 Hz 

- At 200 Bd/120 Hz: 245 Hz 

- At 200 Bd/90 Hz: 185 Hz 

- At 200 Bd/60 Hz: 126 Hz 

- At 600 Bd/180 Hz: 715 Hz 

- At 1200 Bd/400 Hz: 1405 Hz or 1435 Hz, 

 depending on whether the modem works in 

 superimposed band or not. 

Modulation percentage in transmission Programmable from the Management System 

between 10% and 97% 

Modulation percentage in reception Programmable from the Management System 

between 10% and 97% 

Output activation and deactivation 

conditions 

For pilot loss and/or low S/N ratio 

RTS-CTS delay Programmable from the Management System 

Nominal propagation delay 
(4)

 - At 50 Bd: 23,5 ms 

- At 100 Bd: 23 ms 

- At 200 Bd: 11.5-21.5 ms depending on the  

  center frequency 

- At 600 Bd: 7 ms 

- At 1200 Bd: 14 ms (f0=1700 Hz), 32 ms 

  (f0=2940 Hz) 

Nominal delay in the CD signalling at 

the appearance of the carrier 
(4)

 

- At 50 Bd: 10 ms 

- At 100 Bd: 10.5 ms 

- At 200 Bd: 7.9-10.6 ms depending on the  

  center frequency 

- A 600 Bd: 4.8 ms 

- A 1200 Bd: 8 ms (f0=1700 Hz), 17.3 ms 

  (f0=2940 Hz) 

                                                      

(3) The only transmission speed for which the transmission and reception filters are not the same is 50 Bd. The bandwidth of 

the reception filter is 121 Hz, whilst that of transmission is of 140 Hz. 

(4) Without taking into account the OPL-1T link delay. 
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Nominal delay in the CD no-signalling 

at the disappearance of the carrier 
(4)

 

- At 50 Bd: 14 ms 

- At 100 Bd: 12.5 ms 

- At 200 Bd: 9.6-12.6 ms depending on the 

  center frequency 

- At 600 Bd: 5.6 ms 

- A 1200 Bd: 9 ms (f0=1700 Hz), 18.4 ms 

  (f0=2940 Hz) 

Isochronous distortion <3% for all speeds 

Nominal selectivity for  

an attenuation of 40 dB 

- At 50 Bd/30 Hz: 192 Hz 

- At 100 Bd/60 Hz: 380 Hz 

- At 200 Bd/120 Hz: 784 Hz 

- At 200 Bd/90 Hz: 560 Hz 

- At 200 Bd/60 Hz: 381 Hz 

- At 600 Bd/180 Hz: 1600 Hz 

- At 1200 Bd/400 Hz: 1472 Hz or 1902 Hz, 

 depending on whether the modem works in 

 superimposed band or not. 

Line-frequency stability <0.5 Hz across the whole temperature range 

from –5 C to +45 C 

Test devices Line loop, data loop and permanent sending 

of test signals, logical level "0", "1" or alternate 

sequence of "0" and "1".  

The selection is carried out from the  

Management System 

8.8 OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Temperature and humidity From –5 C to +45 C and relative humidity 

not greater than 95%, in accordance with 

IEC 721-3-3 class 3K5 (climatogram 3K5) 

Maximum temperature +55 C for a period no longer than 24 hours 

(IEC 495 cls 3.1) 
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Power supply 48 VDC 20% by means of DC/DC converter 

Consumption OPL-1T20: 110 W (single channel) and 90 W 

(twin channel) 

OPL-1T40: 130 W (single channel) and 100 W 

(twin channel) 

OPL-1T80: 240 W (single channel, external 

boosting condition, KCPT, KTPT and KFPT 

options and 100% modulation) 

Protection against overvoltages in DC 

voltage 

By means of fuse of 5A/250V for OPL-1T20/40 

terminals or 7A/250V for OPL-1T80 terminals 

Insulation, voltage withstand and  

electromagnetic compatibility 

In accordance with IEC 495 tables 2 and 3: 

 IEC 255-4 class II and class III. 

 IEC 255-5. 

 IEC 255-22-1 class II and class III. 

 IEC 801-2 class III. 

 IEC 801-3. 

 IEC 801-4 level 3. 

Storage conditions In accordance with IEC 721-3-1, class 1K5 

8.9 MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Dimensions  

20 and 40 W terminals 19" (483 mm) wide and 5 s.u. high (221 mm). 

Depth of 351 mm 

80 W terminals 19" (483 mm) wide and 10 s.u. high (443 

mm). Depth of 351 mm 

Weight  

20 and 40 W terminals ~17 kg 

80 W terminals ~27 kg 
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Module arrangement See FIGURE 1 for 20 and 40 W terminals and 

FIGURE 2 for 80 W terminals 

Connections By means of connectors at the back of the 

terminal. If desired, the necessary cables can 

also be supplied on demand 

High-frequency line connection By means of a TNC connector 

Power supply terminals Terminals that do not have disconnect 

devices and that are suitable for flexible 

conductors of up to 4 mm
2
 of section or rigid 

conductors of up to 6 mm
2
 of section 

Alarm-relay terminals Terminals that do not have disconnect 

devices and that are suitable for flexible 

conductors of up to 2.5 mm
2
 of section or rigid 

conductors of up to 2.5 mm
2
 of section 

Built-in teleprotection system 

(command inputs and outputs 

and auxiliary outputs) 

Terminals that do not have disconnect 

devices and that are suitable for flexible 

conductors of up to 1.5 mm
2
 of section or rigid 

conductors of up to 1.5 mm
2
 of section 

KCPT and KTPT submodules Terminals that do not have disconnect 

devices and that are suitable for flexible 

conductors of up to 1.5 mm
2
 of section or rigid 

conductors of up to 1.5 mm
2
 of section 

KFPT submodule 25-pin SUB-D type female connector 

8.10 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MANAGEMENT COMPUTER 

Type Compatible personal computer (PC) 

Model Pentium III 350 MHz processor or higher 

RAM memory 512 MBytes 

Graphic adapter 1 Mbyte SVGA 
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Communication USB port 

Additional hardware CD-ROM unit and a mouse 

Operating system Microsoft Windows 2000 or Microsoft 

Windows XP 

Web browser Microsoft Internet Explorer v 5.5 or higher 

JAVA virtual machine 

(Sun Microsystems) 

Version 1.6 or higher 
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APPENDIX A 

PARTICULARITIES OF THE POWER-LINE CARRIER SYSTEM 
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A.1 MODULATIONS AND DEMODULATIONS 

The type of modulation used is single side-band with suppressed carrier. 

The transposition of a 4 kHz channel to a band of frequencies that extends from 40 to 

500 kHz is carried out by means of a modulation process that is completely digital. 

In this way, the analog signal in base band is digitized and delivered to a signal processing 

unit which, by means of digital signal processing, carries out the transposition of the signal 

to the desired channel frequency, with a resolution of 1 Hz. The resulting digital signal is 

converted to analog and, before being transmitted to the high-voltage line, passes through 

a power stage. 

In reception the transposition is carried out in reverse, that is to say, the received analog 

signal, after passing through the AGC circuit, is digitized and delivered to the signal 

processing unit which carries out the transposition of the signal of each channel in base 

band, and extracts the pilot. The digital signal of each channel is then converted to analog. 

A.2 USE OF THE BASE BAND 

The available band, extending from 300 Hz to 3850 Hz, can be used for the transmission of 

data at high speed, various VF telegraph channels, teleprotection signals (D-type channel) 

or for a speech-plus service (T-type channel). 

TABLE 2 indicates the maximum number of standardized channels of 50, 100 and 200 Bd 

that can be situated in the D-type channel. 

TABLE 2 Maximum number of channels for a D-type channel 

ITU-T Recommendation R.35 R.37 R.39 R.38A R.38B 

Transmission rate (Bd) 50 100 100 200 200 

Separation (Hz) 120 240 170 480 360 

Number of channels 29 14 20 7 9 

The number of higher-rate FSK channels that can be transmitted in the same band is three 

for a transmission rate of 600 Bd (with a separation of 960 Hz) and two for a rate of 

1200 Bd. 
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In the T-type channel, where the available band is shared between speech and data, the 

speech band is limited by a frequency lower than 300 Hz and by an upper one that is 

programmable between 2000 Hz and 3400 Hz. The superimposed band extends between 

1.06 times the cutoff frequency selected for the speech band and 3850 Hz. The maximum 

transmission rate that can be obtained in the superimposed band is 1200 Bd when the 

speech band is limited to 2000 Hz. 

A.3 USE OF THE PILOT CHANNEL 

The pilot is situated below the available band, at the virtual frequency of 150 Hz, which 

makes all of the band between 300 Hz and 3850 Hz available for the transmission of 

information. 

The following information describes the different functions performed by the pilot channel. 

 Automatic Gain Control (AGC)  

The equipment supervises at all times the level of the pilot signal received in each one 

of the channels. The amplitude of this signal, once digitized, is used to carry out the 

automatic gain control of each channel. Thanks to the use of digital processing 

techniques, it is also possible to compensate for a level variation of the receiver 

outputs, which is caused by the presence of noise in the pilot channel. 

 Link synchronization  

In the OPL-1T terminal it is possible to work plesiochronously, that is to say, each 

terminal works with its own master clock or in a synchronized way, that is to say, each 

terminal uses its internal oscillator as the master transmission clock and synchronizes 

its reception with the other terminal using the pilot received. This synchronization is 

completely digital. 

 Telephone signalling  

Modulating the pilot signal by frequency shifting at a maximum rate of 50 Bd, 

corresponding to 25 impulses a second, permits telephone signalling to be transmitted. 

 Internal data transmission  

The supervision of the system is carried out by transmitting data through the internal 

communication channel at a rate of 50 Bd. The transmission is interrupted when 

telephone signalling appears and is resumed when it has no transitions. 

Furthermore, data transmission is periodically interrupted in order to carry out link 

synchronization. 
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 Noise spectral density  

The system estimates the noise spectral density from the measurement of the noise 

power in the band of the pilot tone. Assuming that this density is constant in the whole 

4 kHz channel, the signal-to-noise ratio is independently calculated for each of the 

channels. 

The value thus determined is compared with pre-set thresholds in order to block the 

previously-programmed audio-frequency outputs and to deliver an excess-noise alarm. 

A.4 TIME SYNCHRONIZATION 

The OPL-1T terminal chronologically registers all the alarms produced in the terminal, as 

well as the events that refer to the link service. In order to establish the date and time the 

alarms and/or events are produced, the OPL-1T terminal has a real time clock, which can 

be synchronized with the GPS system. 

The OPL-1T terminal can synchronize its real time clock with the time reference given by 

the GPS system. In order to do so, the time, day, month and year must be programmed in 

the OPL-1T terminal and it must then be connected to a GPS receiver that has a timing 

output, which must be an IRIG-B output. The IRIG-B standard establishes the format of 

signals used to identify specific instants of time. 

The standard IRIG-B signals are classified according to the modulation applied to them, 

their frequency/resolution and codes applied to the words (set of bits) that contain the 

information. According to this classification, a number is applied to each one of the three 

parameters mentioned earlier and standards are defined, such as for example, the 

IRIG-B 120 or the IRIG-B 123. 

The OPL-1T terminal is capable of processing standard IRIG-B 123 signals, in which the 

signal is modulated in amplitude at 1 kHz, and standard IRIG-B 003 signals, in which the 

signal is modulated by pulses. 

When time synchronization is established via GPS, the OPL-1T refers its internal real 

time clock to the UTC
(5)

 system, estimating in this way the UTC time by which it can 

calculate the UTC time (also known as GMT) in other zones of the world. In this case, 

the UTC time will always remain as a model of the internal clock of the terminal, even 

against any date and time programming carried out by the user. 

                                                      

(5) UTC is not really an abbreviation but a variant of universal time (UT) and the C of “coordinated” 

is added to show that it is another variant of UT. 
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A.5 SERVICE TELEPHOHY 

The front of the equipment features all the elements necessary to establish a service 

communication. 

These elements are the button for sending the call, the call-receive signaller, the handset 

connector and the switch for establishing the conversation. 

Sending a call  

A manual call is made by means of the CALL button on the front of the equipment. When 

this button is pressed, the call is transmitted to the remote channel and the M wire LED 

lights up. 

Receiving a call  

If the handset is plugged into the equipment, the buzzer is activated and the E wire LED 

lights up when a call is received. 

Communication  

When the handset is plugged into the equipment, the earpiece is connected to reception in 

the telephony-service band (0 to 2 kHz). If the switch located on the front of the equipment 

is in the INCLUSION position, the microphone is connected to the emission circuit and 

communication is established. 
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APPENDIX B 

PARTICULARITIES OF THE BUILT-IN TELEPROTECTION 
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B.1 COMMAND TRANSMISSION PROCEDURE 

In transmission, the PTPL.0# module will generate the teleprotection signal, either guard or 

command, that will be converted to analog. 

Then, the gain associated to the modulation percentage programmed by the user from the 

OPL-1T Management System will be applied to this signal, and the resulting analog signal 

will be injected into the low-frequency bus of the OPL-1T terminal to be treated and then 

sent through the high-voltage line. 

If an activation is detected in the boosting signal, the levels will be modified to those 

established for the user from the OPL-1T Management System. 

The built-in teleprotection (PTPL.0# module) is made up of up to four independent 

command-input circuits, protection side, the nominal activation voltage of which is 

configurable by means of jumpers. 

When working with from one to three commands (A, B and C), the circuits are assigned to 

the commands by means of programming according to the conditions required. When two 

circuits are assigned to the same command, it is necessary to establish a logic in order to 

determine when the transmitter should activate the command-transmission routine. This 

logic can be: 

- All the inputs associated to the command active (logic AND). 

- One of the inputs associated to the command active (logic OR). 

When working with four commands (A, B, C and D), as the receiver has a maximum of 

eight filters for the fifteen possible command tones, it is necessary to establish a logic, 

which is indicated in TABLE 3, in order to determine the command tone that should be 

transmitted for each of the different input combinations. The logic can be programmed in 

four different ways named Mode 2+2 (1), Mode 2+2 (2), Mode 3+1 (1) and Mode 3+1 (2). 

Mode 2+2 allows the simultaneous protection of two lines by means of two permissive trips 

(C and D) and two direct trips (A and B) which have priority over the permissive ones. 

Mode 2+2 (2) allows the simultaneous protection of two lines by means of two permissive 

trips (A and B) and two direct trips (C and D) which have priority over the permissive ones. 
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Mode 3+1 allows the simultaneous protection of the three phases of a line by means of 

three permissive trips (A, B and C) and a direct trip (D) which has priority. The difference 

between the two versions of the Mode 3+1 is in the command tone that is transmitted for 

each of the different input combinations associated to the permissive trips. 

TABLE 3 Logic of the transmission tones for four commands 

INPUT 
COMMANDS 

MODE 2+2 (1) MODE 2+2 (2) MODE 3+1(1) MODE 3+1(2) 

A f(A) f(A) f(A) f(A) 

B f(B) f(B) f(B) f(B) 

C f(C) f(C) f(C) f(C) 

D f(D) f(D) f(D) f(D) 

A+B f(A+B) f(A+B) f(A+B) f(D) 

A+C f(A) f(C) f(A+C) f(D) 

A+D f(A+D) f(A+D) f(D) f(D) 

B+C f(B+C) f(B+C) f(B+C) f(D) 

B+D f(B) f(D) f(D) f(D) 

C+D f(C+D) f(C+D) f(D) f(D) 

A+B+C f(A+B) f(B+C) f(A+B+C) f(D) 

A+B+D f(A+B) f(A+D) f(D) f(D) 

A+C+D f(A+D) f(C+D) f(D) f(D) 

B+C+D f(B+C) f(C+D) f(D) f(D) 

A+B+C+D f(A+B) f(C+D) f(D) f(D) 

 

The transmission of a command can be programmed to take place in any of the following 

ways: 

a) Continuous transmission of the corresponding command signal while the command is 

present at the input of the equipment. 

b) Transmission of the command signal for a prolonged period of time after the 

disappearance of the command at the input. This period of time can be programmed to 

be between 20 ms and 2500 ms. 
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c) Transmission of the command signal limited to a value programmed to be between 

20 ms and 2500 ms when the duration of the command that is present at the input of 

the equipment is greater than this value. If the command present at the input is present 

for a period of time shorter than the programmed value, the transmission of the 

command stops when the command is no longer present at the input. 

d) Transmission of the command signal for a fixed period of time, which can be 

programmed to be between 20 ms and 2500 ms, independently of the time during 

which the command is present at the input. 

In any of the previous four cases it is possible, furthermore, to program the equipment so 

that the transmission of the corresponding command signal is carried out only if the 

active-input condition persists for at least a period of time programmed to be between 1 ms 

and 30 ms from its detection. 

Each time a command is transmitted, the associated XMT command LED lights up, the 

transmitted-command counter registers the event (to be displayed from the Management 

System) and if programmed the corresponding signalling relay activates, providing in this way 

local and external signalling. The date on which and time at which the command is 

transmitted, together with the number of the command-input circuit activated for this purpose, 

are stored in the chronological register. 

B.2 COMMAND RECEPTION PROCEDURE 

In reception, the gain associated to the modulation percentage programmed for the user 

from the OPL-1T Management System will be applied to the teleprotection signal coming 

from the low-frequency reception bus of the OPL-1T terminal. 

The guard signal is digitized, and the command signal is subjected to a non-linear process 

before being band-limited and digitized. 

The PTPL.0# module implements up to nine filters, which correspond to the guard tone and 

to the eight possible command tones. The central frequency and bandwidth of these filters 

are defined by the user when carrying out programming of the equipment. The bandwidth of 

the filters is a function of the required application. Each tone associated with a command or 

a combination of commands is detected by its corresponding filter and decision logic in 

order to activate the associated command output. 
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With respect to the command-reception process, the disappearance of the guard tone 

initiates a temporary window during which the reception of a command signal is awaited. If 

the window time expires without a re-established guard signal or a command signal having 

been received, an internal blocking signalling is generated. 

The internal blocking signalling blocks the outputs and generates the blocking alarm and 

the signal loss alarm. It also activates the relay programmed for receiver blocking alarm, 

except when there is an additional timing programmed for the relay. 

On the other hand, when the operating mode in reception named unblocking is configured 

for all the commands, the possibility of signalling the said function by means of a 

programmable relay exists. The unblocking signalling relay activates when the internal 

blocking signalling is generated, except when there is an activation delay programmed for 

the relay. The activation time of the unblocking relay can also be programmed by the user. 

When the said time has elapsed, the unblocking relay deactivates although the internal 

blocking signalling remains active. 

The built-in teleprotection has up to four command-output relays. The relay assignment to 

the commands (A, B, C and D) is established by means of programming. In this way, if so 

wished, up to two relays can be assigned to the same command. 

The command-output relay activation time can be programmed to be one of the following: 

a) The same as that of command reception. 

b) Prolonged to a value between 20 ms and 2500 ms after the disappearance of the 

received command. 

c) Limited to a value between 20 ms and 2500 ms. 

d) Fixed, with a total duration of between 20 ms and 2500 ms. 

Each time the received signal is considered valid, the corresponding output relay is 

energized, the associated command-reception LED illuminates, the received-command 

counter registers the event (to be displayed from the Management System) and, if 

programmed, the corresponding signalling relay activates. The date on which and time at 

which the command is received is stored in the chronological register. 
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B.3 TELESIGNALLING 

When the built-in teleprotection is working in telesignalling mode, whenever the receiver 

detects the presence of a command signal and considers it to be valid, the corresponding 

command-output relay is activated. In telesignalling on the other hand, in order for a 

command to be accepted, it is not necessary for the guard signal to have been present, and 

should it exist, after it has disappeared there is no temporary window of command reception. 

When a command signal is validated, as well as energizing the corresponding 

command-output relay, the same actions are carried out as in teleprotection mode, that is 

to say, reception of the command is stored in the chronological register, the associated 

command-reception LED illuminates, whilst the received-command counter (to be displayed 

from the Management System) is increased and, if programmed, the corresponding 

signalling relay is activated. However, end of command transmission and command 

reception is also stored in the chronological register, which is not the case in teleprotection 

mode. 

Telesignalling calls for a determined configuration. In the terminal programmed for 

telesignalling, it must be specified that the activation time of each command-output relay be 

the same as that of command reception, and the terminal at the other end of the link must 

be programmed so that command transmission takes place while the command is present 

at the input. In telesignalling mode therefore, each command output is a true reflection of 

the state of the command inputs corresponding to the remote terminal. 

It is possible to choose telesignalling although the other direction of the link is being used 

as teleprotection. However, in the direction programmed as telesignalling it is not possible 

to program other commands as teleprotection. 

In telesignalling mode, whatever the reason for the blocking situation may be, the receiver 

is unblocked immediately when a signal is received, be it guard or command. 

B.4 BLOCKING OF THE RECEIVER 

Receiver blocking can be caused by one of the following: 

- If the received guard signal is below the pre-set minimum level and no command signal 

has been received for more than 50 ms. 

- Once the terminal is started up, and the guard signal has not been received for more 

than 500 ms. 
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- The output circuits, protection-side, have been blocked from the OPL-1T Management 

System. 

- The guard and command tones are received simultaneously. 

When the receiver blocks, the receiver-blocking alarm is generated. The alarm remains 

active until the receiver is unblocked. In the first two cases, however, the signal-loss alarm 

is generated and registered. 

In telesignalling mode, whatever the reason for the blocking situation may be, the receiver 

is unblocked immediately when a signal is received, be it guard or command. 

In teleprotection mode, guard signal must be received for a period of time for the receiver to 

become unblocked. In all cases, guard must be received for at least 50 ms. However, 

should any of the blocking situations last for a time longer than 500 ms, the guard signal 

must be received for at least 2.5 s. 

When the blocking of the terminal is programmed from the OPL-1T Management System, it 

is the same as when the output circuits, protection-side, disconnect. It is registered in the 

chronological register like any other receiver-blocking situation. 

When the receiver-blocking time is longer than 500 ms, the relay programmed for blocking 

alarm de-activates
(6)

, except when there is an additional timing, and the blocking situation is 

registered. When the blocking of the receiver is due to non-reception of the guard signal, 

the de-activation of the relay and the registering of the blocking are produced when a 

blocking time of 50 ms has elapsed. 

B.5 BUILT-IN AUTOCHECK FACILITIES 

The built-in teleprotection features a noise-detection system, which operates over the 

portion of the spectrum reserved for the guard signal so that the general alarm is provoked 

when the signal-to-noise ratio falls below a pre-fixed value. 

The portion of the spectrum reserved for the guard signal is also used as an internal 

communications channel that operates with narrowband FSK modulation. This channel is 

used for sending the state of the front-plate alarms associated to teleprotection between 

OPL-1T terminals. 

                                                      

(6) In normal operation conditions the relays programmed for alarm are energized. 
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Under quiescent conditions, each built-in teleprotection carries out continuous autochecks 

at the same time as it supervises the received guard-signal level and the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the link. Autochecking verifies the programming circuits in general, that is, the 

memory banks and the configuration of the digital signal processor. If a malfunction is 

detected during the test, the equipment resets and the nature of the detected failure is 

noted in the chronological register. 
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APPENDIX C 

PARTICULARITIES OF THE SPEECH OPTION 
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C.1 CONFIGURABLE TERMINATION 

The KTPT submodule features the resources needed to work with 2 or 4 wire links. The 

2W/4W operating mode switch is programmed via a PC. 

Furthermore, in 2 wire operation, it is possible to select a situation in which the termination 

can be used for exchange side operation. 

The 2 wire terminals and the 4 wire reception terminals coincide physically. 

C.1.1 4-wire operation 

For 4-wire operation the termination must be configured using the Management System by 

selecting the 4-wire option on the corresponding page. 

By means of the 4-wire configurable termination it is possible to connect a 4-wire system 

that requires a power-line carrier link as its transmission medium. If the system features 

E&M-wire signalling, the terminals of the submodule must be used. 

For the transmission of signals by power-line carrier link, the module contains conditioning 

circuits such as the dynamic compressor/expander, the amplitude limiter and the filters 

used to limit the speech band. 

The programming of the input and output levels is carried out by means of the Management 

System by keying in a value between –20 dBm and +8 dBm. 

C.1.2 2-wire operation 

For 2 wire operation the termination must be configured using the Management System by 

selecting the 2 wire option on the corresponding page. 

2 wire operation is analogous to that of the previously described 4 wire operation except 

that in this case the LF hybrid is included. This hybrid carries out the conversion to 

2 wire/4 wire and vice versa and is necessary for speech signal transmission by the power 

line carrier system. 

This termination is programmed with a nominal level between –20 dBm and +8 dBm. When 

the operating mode is switched, the system detects which levels correspond to the 

operation in question – previously introduced by the user – and programs them when the 

change of state command is received. 
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In 2 wire operation, input 4WT1 is de activated and, as previously stated, the 4WR1 

terminals become 2W terminals. 

In 2 wire operation this termination can only be used as a speech signal transit as it does 

not permit the detection of subscriber loop signalling. 

C.1.3 2-wire operation 

For exchange-side 2-wire operation the termination must be configured using the 

Management System by selecting the exchange-side 2-wire option on the corresponding 

page. 

This mode of operation allows a remote subscriber to be connected when the telephone 

converter necessary for subscriber-loop operation is activated. The system detects the 

exchange ring-current, activates the M-wire and transforms the changes of state in the 

E-wire into openings and closures of the subscriber loop. 

C.2 SUBSCRIBER TERMINATION 

There is a 2 wire balanced termination that present an impedance of 600 Ω and which are 

totally insulated from the system. The input and output levels are not programmable; they 

are factory supplied with values of +3 dBm and –3 dBm respectively. 

The use of E&M-wire signalling is indispensable in the subscriber terminations. The 

management of the subscriber control lines is carried out in the submodule, which 

generates the ring-current for the subscriber termination when the E-wire is activated and 

also converts the subscriber-loop state (on-hook/off-hook) into transitions in the M-wire. 
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APPENDIX D 

PARTICULARITIES OF THE MODEM OPTION 
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D.1 TRANSMISSION 

As far as the transmission process is concerned, in the DSP, the NCO block generates a 

carrier frequency that is modulated according to the binary data of the TD input. The signal 

obtained in this way is band-limited by means of the transmission filter of the DSP and is 

then sent to the low-frequency transmission bus of the Analog Power-Line Carrier terminal 

type OPL-1T. 

The RTS signal controls the output to the line. The transmitter is unblocked when the state 

of the RTS signal is active, and blocked in the opposite case. The transmitter can be 

permanently activated by means of the corresponding option of the OPL-1T Management 

System. 

The CTS signal is generated as a reply to the RTS signal after a pre-set time. The 

activation of the RTS input causes the CTS output to activate after a certain time. The 

selection of the delay between the RTS signal and the CTS signal is carried out by means 

of the corresponding option of the OPL-1T Management System. 

D.2 RECEPTION 

As far as the reception process is concerned, the signals coming from the low-frequency 

reception bus enter the modem, where they are first band-pass filtered in order to select the 

required frequency band. The signal, once filtered, is routed towards a squarer circuit which 

corrects possible amplitude distortion introduced by the frequency response of the 

Power-Line Carrier link. Once corrected, the signal is then demodulated. 

The demodulation of the signal is carried out in the DSP, which gives a signal whose level 

depends on the frequency received after having been low-pass filtered. A discriminator 

block restores the sequence of binary data to the RD output. 

The receiver also has a carrier-detection circuit that controls the interface CD signal. 

For half-duplex operation, a selection that is carried out by means of the OPL-1T 

Management System, the receiver is blocked when the RTS signal activates, that is to say, 

during the transmission of data 
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D.3 TEST DEVICES 

The test devices are used to facilitate maintenance, commissioning and fault-finding 

operations. They are selected by means of the OPL-1T Management System. 

It must be borne in mind that if the modem is working in V.23 mode of the ITU-T, it is not 

possible to carry out any kind of loop as the transmission and reception speeds do not 

coincide. 

When a loop or the sending of test signals is carried out, the DSR signal is disabled. 

D.3.1 Line loop 

The line loop (see FIGURE 31) allows the correct working of the transmission and reception 

circuits of the local modem to be checked. 

As can be seen in the figure, in the line loop configuration the output of the transmitter is 

connected to the input of the receiver. At the same time, the transmission bus and that of 

reception are disconnected from the modem. 

FIGURE 31 Line loop 

 

D.3.2 Data loop 

The correct working of the whole link, that is to say, that of the local modem, the remote 

modem and the transmission line can be verified by means of the data loop (see 

FIGURE 32). 
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As can be seen in the figure, a double loop is carried out in the local loop; on the one hand, 

the TD and RD signals are looped, which checks the RS 232C interface (connection 

between ETD and modem) and, on the other, the signal coming from the remote modem, 

once demodulated, is modulated again and is transmitted towards the line. Given that in 

this situation the transmitter must always be ready for transmission, the RTS signal is 

internally maintained as active 

FIGURE 32 Data loop 

 

D.3.3 Continuous sending of test signals 

Should no data terminal equipment be available during commissioning to carry out tests on 

the link, continuous sending of a logical level "1", "0" or alternate sequence of "0" and "1" is 

possible by means of the corresponding option of the OPL 1T Management System. 

It is not necessary the activation of the RTS signal in order to continuously send test 

signals. 

D.4 MODEM BLOCKING 

Data reception remains blocked in the following cases: 

- Loss of carrier in reception, that is to say, when the level of the received carrier falls 

below the general alarm threshold. 

- When modem blocking has been programmed from the OPL-1T Management System. 

- In half-duplex operation, when the modem is transmitting. 

 




